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Abstract
The number of availability-critical Internet applications
is steadily increasing. To support the development and operation of such applications, the IETF has recently defined a
new standard for a common server redundancy and session
failover framework: Reliable Server Pooling (RSerPool).
The basic ideas of the RSerPool framework are not entirely
new, but their combination into a single, resource-efficient
and unified architecture is. Service availability achieved by
the redundancy of servers directly leads to the issues of load
distribution and load balancing, which are both important
for the performance of RSerPool systems. Therefore, it is
crucial to evaluate the performance of such systems with
respect to the load balancing strategy required by the service application.
In this article – which is an extended version of our paper [1] – we first present an overview of the RSerPool architecture with a focus on the component failure detection
and handling mechanisms. We will also shortly introduce
the underlying SCTP protocol and its link redundancy features. After that, we will present a quantitative, applicationindependent performance analysis of the failure detection
and session failover mechanisms provided by RSerPool,
with respect to important adaptive and non-adaptive load
balancing strategies.
Keywords: Reliable Server Pooling, Service Availability,
Redundancy, Session Failover, Server Selection
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Introduction and Related Work

Service availability is becoming increasingly important
in today’s Internet. But – in contrast to the telecommuni∗ Parts of this work have been funded by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft).

cations world, where availability is ensured by redundant
links and devices [2] – there had not been any generic, standardized approaches for the availability of Internet-based
services. Each application had to realize its own solution
and therefore to re-invent the wheel. This deficiency – once
more arisen for the availability of SS7 (Signalling System
No. 7) services over IP networks – had been the initial motivation for the IETF RSerPool WG to define the Reliable
Server Pooling (RSerPool) framework. The basic ideas of
RSerPool are not entirely new (see [3, 4]), but their combination into one application-independent framework is.
Server redundancy [5] leads to the issues of load distribution and load balancing [6], which are also covered by
RSerPool [7, 8]. But unlike solutions in the area of GRID
and high-performance computing [9], the RSerPool architecture is intended to be lightweight. That is, RSerPool may
only introduce a small computation and memory overhead
for the management of pools and sessions [8,10–12]. In particular, this means the limitation to a single administrative
domain and only taking care of pool and session management – but not for higher-level tasks like data synchronization, locking and user management. These tasks are considered to be application-specific. On the other hand, these
restrictions allow for RSerPool components to be situated
on low-end embedded devices like routers or telecommunications equipment.
While there have already been a number of publications on applicability and performance of RSerPool (see
e.g. [7, 13–17]), a generic, application-independent performance analysis of its failover handling capabilities was
still missing. In particular, it is necessary to evaluate
the different RSerPool mechanisms for session monitoring, server maintenance and failover support – as well as
the corresponding system parameters – in order to show
how to achieve a good system performance at a reasonably low maintenance overhead. The goal of our work is

Figure 1. A Multi-Homed SCTP Association
an application-independent quantitative characterization of
RSerPool systems, as well as a generic sensitivity analysis
on changes of workload and system parameters. Especially,
we intend to identify the critical parameter ranges in order
to provide guidelines for design and configuration of efficient RSerPool-based services.
This article is an extended version of our conference
paper [1]. It contains a broader overview of the redundancy mechanisms provided by RSerPool and the underlying SCTP protocol as well as a more detailed analysis of
the session failover mechanisms.
The document is structured as follows: in Section 2, we
present an overview of RSerPool and the underlying SCTP
protocol. A generic quantification of RSerPool systems
is introduced in Section 3. Using the RSPSIM simulation
model and setup described in Section 4, we evaluate the
server failure detection and handling features of RSerPool
in Section 5.
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The RSerPool Architecture

RSerPool is based on the SCTP transport protocol.
Therefore, it is necessary to shortly introduce this protocol
and its link failure handling features first.

2.1

Data Transport and Motivation

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP,
see [18, 19]) is a connection-oriented, general-purpose, unicast transport protocol which provides reliable transport of
user messages. An SCTP connection is denoted as association. Each SCTP endpoint can use multiple IPv4 and/or
IPv6 addresses to provide network fault tolerance. The addresses used by the endpoints are negotiated during association setup, a later update is possible using dynamic address reconfiguration (Add-IP, see [20]). Add-IP can also

be applied to allow for endpoint mobility. This link redundancy feature is called multi-homing [21, 22] and illustrated
in Figure 1. An endpoint sees each remote address as unidirectional path. In each direction, one of the paths is selected
as so-called primary path. This path is used for the transport of user data. The other paths are backup paths, which
are used for retransmissions only. Upon failure of the primary path, SCTP selects a new primary path from the set of
possible backup paths. That is, as long as there is at least
one usable path in each direction, the association remains
usable despite of link failures. However, multi-homing cannot protect a service against endpoint failures. To cope with
this problem, the IETF has defined the RSerPool architecture on top of SCTP.

2.2

Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the RSerPool architecture, as defined in [23]. It consists of three major component classes:
servers of a pool are called pool elements (PE). Each pool is
identified by a unique pool handle (PH) in the handlespace,
i.e. the set of all pools. The handlespace is managed by
pool registrars (PR), which are also shortly denoted as registrars. PRs of an operation scope synchronize their view
of the handlespace using the Endpoint haNdlespace Redundancy Protocol (ENRP [24]), transported via SCTP. An operation scope has a limited range, e.g. a company or organization; RSerPool does not intend to scale to the whole
Internet. This restriction results in a very small pool management overhead (see also [8,10,25]), which allows to host
a PR service on routers or embedded systems. Nevertheless, it is assumed that PEs can be distributed worldwide,
for their service to survive localized disasters [26, 27].
A client is called pool user (PU) in RSerPool terminology. To use the service of a pool given by its PH, a PU
requests a PE selection from an arbitrary PR of the operation scope, using the Aggregate Server Access Protocol
(ASAP [28, 29]). The PR selects the requested list of PE
identities using a pool-specific selection rule, called pool
policy. Adaptive and non-adaptive pool policies are defined
in [30]; relevant for this article are the non-adaptive policies
Round Robin and Random and the adaptive policy Least
Used. Least Used selects the least-used PE, according to
up-to-date load information. The actual definition of load is
application-specific: for each pool the corresponding application has to specify the actual meaning of load (e.g. CPU
utilization or storage space usage) and present it to RSerPool in form of a numeric value. Among multiple leastloaded PEs, Least Used applies Round Robin selection (see
also [8]). Some more policies are evaluated in [26, 27, 31].
A PE can register into a pool at an arbitrary PR of the operation scope, again using ASAP transported via SCTP. The

Figure 2. The RSerPool Architecture

chosen PR becomes the Home PR (PR-H) of the PE and is
also responsible for monitoring the PE’s health by endpoint
keep-alive messages. If not acknowledged, the PE is assumed to be dead and removed from the handlespace. Furthermore, PUs may report unreachable PEs; if the threshold
MAX-BAD-PE-REPORT of such reports is reached, a PR
may also remove the corresponding PE. The PE failure detection mechanism of a PU is application-specific.
Proxy Pool Elements (PPE) allow for the usage of
non-RSerPool servers in RSerPool-based environments.
Respectively, non-RSerPool clients can use Proxy Pool
Users (PPU) to access RSerPool-based services.

2.3

Protocol Stack

The protocol stack of the three RSerPool components is
illustrated in Figure 3: a PR provides ENRP and ASAP services to PRs and PEs/PUs respectively. But between PU
and PE, ASAP provides a Session Layer protocol in the OSI
model1 . From the perspective of the Application Layer, the
PU side establishes a session with a pool. ASAP takes care
of selecting a PE of the pool, initiating and maintaining the
underlying transport connection and triggering a failover
procedure when the PE becomes unavailable.

2.4

Session Failover Handling

While RSerPool allows the usage of arbitrary mechanisms to realize the application-specific resumption of an
interrupted session on a new server, it contains only one
1 ASAP

[28] is the first IETF standard for a Session Layer protocol.

built-in mechanism: Client-Based State Sharing. This
mechanism has been proposed by us in our paper [32] and it
is now part of the ASAP standard [28]. Using this feature,
which is illustrated in Figure 4, a PE can send its current
session state to the PU in form of a state cookie. The PU
stores the latest state cookie and provides it to a new PE
upon failover. Then, the new PE simply restores the state
described by the cookie. For RSerPool itself, the cookie is
opaque, i.e. only the PE-side application has to know about
its structure and contents. The PU can simply handle it as a
vector of bytes (However, as we will describe in Subsubsection 5.2.2, a more complex handling concept may improve
application efficiency). Cryptographic methods can ensure
the integrity, authenticity and confidentiality of the state information. In the usual case, this can be realized easily by
using a pool key which is known by all PEs (i.e. a “shared
secret”).

2.5

Applications

The initial motivation of RSerPool has been to ensure
the availability of SS7 (Signalling System No. 7, see [33])
services over IP networks. However, since component
availability is a very common problem for computer network applications, RSerPool has been designed for application independence. The current research on applicability and performance of RSerPool includes application scenarios (described in detail by [7, Section 3.6])
like VoIP with SIP [17], SCTP-based mobility [34], web
server pools [7, Section 3.6], e-commerce systems [32],
video on demand [15], battlefield networks [16], IP Flow

Figure 3. The RSerPool Protocol Stack

Figure 4. Client-Based State Sharing

Information Export (IPFIX) [35] and workload distribution [7, 13, 14, 26, 27, 31, 36–39].
Since RSerPool has just reached a major milestone by
the publication of its basic protocol documents as RFCs in
September 2008, a wide deployment of RSerPool-based applications is expected for the future [40].

3

Quantifying a RSerPool System

The service provider side of a RSerPool-based service
consists of a pool of PEs, using a certain server selection
policy. Each PE has a request handling capacity, which
we define in the abstract unit of calculations per second.
Depending on the application, an arbitrary view of capacity can be mapped to this definition, e.g. CPU cycles or
memory usage. Each request consumes a certain number
of calculations, we call this number the request size. A PE
can handle multiple requests simultaneously, in a processor
sharing mode (multi-tasking principle).
On the service user side, there is a set of PUs. The

number of PUs can be given by the ratio between PUs and
PEs (PU:PE ratio), which defines the parallelism of the request handling. Each PU generates a new request in an interval denoted as request interval. The requests are queued
and sequentially assigned to PEs.
Clearly, the user-side performance metric is the handling
speed – which should be as fast as possible. The total delay for handling a request dhandling is defined as the sum of
queuing delay, startup delay (dequeuing until reception of
acceptance acknowledgement) and processing time (acceptance until finish) as illustrated in Figure 5. The handling
speed (in calculations/s) is defined as:
handlingSpeed =

requestSize
.
dhandling

For convenience reasons, the handling speed can be represented in % of the average PE capacity. Clearly, in case of
a PE failure, all work between the last checkpoint and the
failure is lost and has to be re-processed later. A failure has
to be detected by an application-specific mechanism (e.g.

Figure 5. Request Handling Delays
keep-alives) and a new PE has to be chosen and contacted
for session resumption.
Using the definitions above, the system utilization –
which is the provider-side performance metric – can be calculated:
systemUtilization = puToPERatio ∗

requestSize
requestInterval

peCapacity

In practice, a well-designed RSerPool system is dimensioned for a certain target system utilization. [7, 14] provide
a detailed discussion of this subject.

4

The Simulation Scenario Setup

For our performance analysis, we have developed our
simulation model RSPSIM [7, 13] using OMN E T++ [41]
and the S IM P ROC TC [36] tool-chain, containing full implementations of the protocols ASAP [28, 29] and ENRP [24],
a PR module and PE and PU modules modelling the request
handling scenario defined in Section 3. The scenario setup
is shown in Figure 6: all components are interconnected
by a switch. Network delay is introduced by link latency
only. Component latencies are neglected, since they are not
significant (as shown in [8]). We further assume sufficient
network bandwidth for pool management and applications.
Since an operation scope is limited to a single administrative domain, QoS mechanisms may be applied.
Unless otherwise specified, the used target system utilization is 60%, i.e. there is sufficient over-capacity to cope
with PE failures. For the Least Used policy, we define load

Figure 6. The Simulation Setup

as the current number of simultaneously handled requests.
The capacity of a PE is 106 calculations/s, the average request size is 107 calculations. Both parameters use negative
exponential distribution – for a generic parameter sensitivity
analysis being independent of a particular application [14].
We use 10 PEs and 100 PUs, i.e. the PU:PE ratio is 10. This
is a non-critical setting for the examined policies, as shown
in [14].
Session health monitoring is performed by the PUs using
keep-alive messages in a session keep-alive interval of 1s,
to be acknowledged by the PE within a session keep-alive
timeout of 1s (parameters evaluated in Subsubsection 5.1.3).
Upon a simulated failure, the PE simply disappears and reappears immediately under a new transport address, i.e. the

overall pool capacity remains constant. Client-Based State
Sharing is applied for failovers; the default cookie interval
is 10% of the request size (i.e. 106 calculations; parameter
is evaluated in Subsubsection 5.2.2). Work not being protected by a checkpoint has to be re-processed on a new PE
upon session failover.
In this article, we neglect PR failures and therefore
use a single PR only (for details on PR failures, see [11,
12]). All failure reports by PUs are ignored (i.e. MAXBAD-PE-REPORT=∞) and the endpoint keep-alive interval and timeout are 1s (parameters evaluated in Subsubsection 5.1.4). The inter-component network delay is 10ms (realistic for connections within a limited geographical area,
see [26]). The simulated real-time is 60 minutes; each simulation is repeated 24 times with different seeds to achieve
statistical accuracy. The post-processing of results, i.e.
computation of 95% confidence intervals and plotting, has
been performed using GNU R [42].

5

Results

As shown in Figure 5, two components contribute to the
failure handling time:
1. The failure detection delay and
2. The failure handling delay (i.e. re-processing effort for
lost work).
Therefore, we will examine the failure detection procedures
in the following Subsection 5.1 and failover handling procedures in Subsection 5.2.

5.1

Failure Detection

5.1.1

Dynamic Pools

In the ideal case, a PE informs its PU of an oncoming
shutdown, sets a checkpoint for the session state (e.g. by
a state cookie [1, 32]) and performs a de-registration at a
PR. Then, no re-processing effort is necessary. This situation, as shown for the handling speed on the right-hand
side of Figure 7, becomes critical only for a very low PE
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure; here: given in average request handling times) in combination with network
delay (i.e. the failover to a new PE is not for free). As being
observable for failure-free scenarios (see [14]), the best performance is again provided by the adaptive Least Used policy, due to PE load state knowledge. However, the Round
Robin performance converges to the Random result for a
low MTBF: in this case, there is no stable list of PEs to select from in turn – the selection choices become more and
more random.

The results for the system utilization, shown on the lefthand side of Figure 7, are very similar to the handling speed
behaviour: except for extremely low MTBF settings, the
utilization remains at the expected target system utilization
of 60%.
An approach to utilize the failover capabilities of
RSerPool-based systems for improving the server selection
performance is described by [38, 39]: “Reject and Retry”.
When a PE is highly loaded due to non-optimal server selection (e.g. due to temporary capacity changes), it may simply reject a new request. The failover capabilities of RSerPool then retry at another PE. Since the failover handling
of RSerPool is quite efficient, this can lead – despite of the
failure handling – to a significant performance improvement
in certain scenarios.
5.1.2

De-Registrations and Failures

In real scenarios, PEs may fail without warning. That is,
a PU has to detect the failure of its PE in order to trigger a failover. For the simulated application, this detection mechanism has been realized by keep-alive messages.
The general effects of a decreasing amount of “clean” shutdowns (i.e. the PE simply disappears) are presented in Figure 8. Clearly, the less “clean” shutdowns, the higher the
re-processing effort for lost work: this leads to a higher utilization and lower handling speed. As expected, this effect
is smallest for Least Used (due to superior load balancing)
and highest for Random. There is almost no reaction of the
utilization to an increased session keep-alive interval (given
in average request handling times): a PU does not utilize
resources while it waits for a timeout. However, the impact
on the handling speed is significant: waiting increases the
failover handling time and leads to a lower handling speed.
For that reason, a tight session health monitoring interval is
crucial for the system performance.
5.1.3

Session Health Monitoring

To emphasize the impact of the session health monitoring
granularity, Figure 9 shows the utilization (left-hand side)
and handling speed (right-hand side) results for varying this
parameter in combination with the endpoint keep-alive interval, for a target utilization of 40% (higher settings become critical too quickly). The utilization results have been
omitted, since they are obvious. Again, the performance
results for varying the policy and session keep-alive interval reflect the importance of a quick failure detection for
the handling speed – regardless of the policy used. However, the policy has a significant impact on the utilization:
as shown in [14], the selection quality of Least Used is better than Round Robin, and Round Robin is better than Random. A better selection quality results in better handling

Figure 7. The Performance for Dynamic Pools

Figure 8. The Impact of Clean Shutdowns

Figure 9. The Impact of Session Monitoring
speeds. Since the handling speed for Random is lowest, the
amount of lost work is highest here. This results in an increased amount of re-processing, which can be observed by
the higher utilization: about 47% for Random, about 45%
for Round Robin but only about 43.5% for Least Used at a
target system utilization of 40%.
It has to be noted that a small monitoring granularity
does not necessarily increase overhead: e.g. a PU requesting
transactions by a PE could simply set a transaction timeout.
In this case, session monitoring even comes for free. Unlike the session monitoring, the impact of the PR’s endpoint
keep-alive interval is quite small here: even a difference of
two orders of magnitude only results in at most a performance difference of 10%.
5.1.4

Server Health Monitoring

The endpoint keep-alive interval gains increasing importance when the request size becomes small. Then, the
startup delay becomes significant, as illustrated in Figure 5.
In order to show the general effects of the PE health monitoring based on endpoint keep-alives, Figure 10 presents
the utilization (left-hand side) and handling speed results
(right-hand side) for a request size:PE capacity ratio of 1
and a target system utilization of 25% (otherwise, the system becomes unstable too quickly).
While the policy ranking remains as expected, it is
clearly observable that the higher the endpoint keep-alive
interval and the smaller the MTBF, the more probable is
the selection of an already failed PE. That is, the PU has
to detect the failure of its PE by itself (by session monitor-

ing, see Subsubsection 5.1.3) and trigger a new PE selection. The result is a significantly reduced request handling
speed. Furthermore, for a very low MTBF, the utilization
decreases: instead of letting PEs re-process lost work, the
PUs spend more and more time on waiting for request timeouts. For these reasons, a PR-based PE health monitoring
becomes crucial for such scenarios. But this monitoring results in network overhead for the keep-alives and acknowledgements as well as for the SCTP transport. So, is there a
possibility to reduce this overhead?
The mechanism for overhead reduction is to utilize the
session health monitoring (which is necessary anyway, as
shown in Subsubsection 5.1.3) for PE monitoring by letting
PUs report the failure of PEs. If MAX-BAD-PE-REPORT
failure reports have been received, the PE is removed from
the handlespace. The effectiveness of this mechanism is
demonstrated by the results in Figure 11 (for the same parameters as above): even if the endpoint keep-alive over1
th, there is only a handling speed dehead is reduced to 30
crease of about 4% for MAX-BAD-PE-REPORT=1. The
higher MAX-BAD-PE-REPORT, the more important the
endpoint keep-alive granularity.
However, while the failure report mechanism is highly
effective for all three policies, care has to be taken for security: trusting in failure reports gives PUs the power to
impeach PEs! Approaches for improving the security of
RSerPool systems against Denial of Service attacks are presented by [43–46].

Figure 10. The Impact of Pool Element Health Monitoring

Figure 11. Utilizing Failure Reports

Figure 12. Using “Abort and Restart”

5.2

Failover Mechanisms

5.2.1

“Abort and Restart”

After detecting a PE failure and contacting a new server, the
session state has to be restored for the re-processing of lost
work and the application resumption. The simplest mechanism is “Abort and Restart” [7]: the session is restarted
from scratch. The essential effects of applying this mechanism are presented in Figure 12: As expected, the impact of
using “Abort and Restart” on the average system utilization
(left-hand side of Figure 12) is small, as long as the PEs
remain sufficiently available: for a MTBF of 100 times the
time required to exclusively process a request having a request size:PE capacity of 10, the utilization increment is almost invisible. Furthermore, the decrement of the handling
speed (right-hand side of Figure 12) is also small. Clearly,
the rare necessity to restart a session has no significant performance impact.
However, for a sufficiently small MTBF, the results
change: at a MTBF of 5, a significant utilization rise – as
well as a handling speed decrease – can be observed for
Round Robin and Random if the request size:PE capacity
ratio s is increased. The effect on Least Used is smaller:
as expected from the dynamic pool performance results of
Subsubsection 5.1.1, this policy is able to provide a better
processing speed due to superior request load distribution.
That is, the probability for a request of a fixed size to be affected by PE failures is smaller if using Least Used instead
of Round Robin and Random. Note that the utilization of
Least Used almost reaches 95% for a MTBF of 2 and larger
request size:PE capacity ratios s, due to its better load dis-

tribution capabilities. In the same situation – i.e. high overload, of course – the Round Robin and Random policies
only achieve an utilization of less than 85%.
In summary, “Abort and Restart” is fairly simple and
useful in case of short transactions on sufficiently available
PEs. But in all other cases, it is instead useful to define
checkpoints to allow for session resumption from the latest
checkpoint.
5.2.2

Client-Based State Sharing

Client-Based State Sharing (see Subsection 2.4) using state
cookies offers a simple but effective solution for the state
transfer. It is applicable as long as the state information remains sufficiently small2 . To show the general effects of
using this mechanism, Figure 13 presents the performance
results for varying the cookie interval CookieMaxCalcs
(given as the ratio between the number of calculations and
the average request size) for different policy and PE MTBF
settings.
The larger the cookie transmission interval and the
smaller the PE MTBF, the lower the system performance:
work (i.e. processed calculations) not being conserved by
the cookie is lost. This results in an increased utilization,
due to re-processing effort. Furthermore, this additional
workload leads to a reduction of the request handling speed.
Clearly, the better a policy’s load balancing capabilities,
the better the system utilization and request handling speed
(Least Used better than Round Robin better than Random,
as for failure-free scenarios [7, 14]).
2 The

maximum state cookie size is less than 64 KiB [28].

Figure 13. Using Client-Based State Sharing for the Session Failover
the goodput ratio can be estimated as follows:
Goodput =

(MTBF ∗ AvgCap) − AvgLoss
.
MTBF ∗ AvgCap

Then, the cookie interval CookieMaxCalcs for a given
goodput ratio is:
CookieMaxCalcs = −2 ∗ MTBF ∗ AvgCap ∗ (Goodput − 1).
(1)

Figure 14. The Number of Cookies

In order to configure an appropriate cookie interval, the
overhead of the state cookie transport has to be taken into
account. The average loss of calculations per failure can be
estimated as the half cookie interval CookieMaxCalcs (in
calculations, as multiple of the average request size):
AvgLoss =

CookieMaxCalcs
.
2

Given an approximation of the PE MTBF (in average request handling times) and AvgCap the average PE capacity,

Figure 14 illustrates the cookies per request (i.e.
1
CookieMaxCalcs ) for varying the goodput ratio and MTBF in
equation 1. As shown for realistic MTBF values (i.e. MTBF
 a request time), the number of cookies per request keeps
small unless the required goodput ratio becomes extremely
high: accepting a few lost calculations (e.g. a goodput ratio
of 98% for a MTBF of 10 request times) – and the corresponding re-processing effort on a new PE – leads to reasonable overhead at good system performance.
The size of a state cookie is usually in the range of a few
bytes up to multiple kilobytes (some examples are provided
by [7, Subsubsection 9.4.2.2]). In order to further reduce
the overhead, it is useful to examine the contents of a session state [32]. Usually, it consists of some long-term substates (which mostly remain constant) and some short-term
sub-states (which change frequently). A useful strategy is
to only transmit the changed fractions of the state as partial
state cookie. Then, the PU can combine them with the already known long-term part sent in a full state cookie. Of
course, the need to combine long-term and short-term parts
in order to apply this so-called state splitting technique requires the PU to be aware of the cookie structure.
Knowing the state cookie structure allows for a further
optimization: by using so-called state derivation [32], the

PU can derive parts of the session state from the application
protocol data. Then, the PU itself is able to fill in parts of the
cookie, avoiding transmission overhead. This mechanism
requires further differentiation of the cookie parts:
• public parts may be read and modified,
• immutable parts may only be read (a PE can verify the
integrity by signature; see Subsection 2.4) and
• private parts (which are encrypted and therefore understandable by the PEs only; see Subsection 2.4).
An application example is an audio on demand service: a
state cookie could contain some authentication information,
the name of the media file and the current playback position.
While the authentication information is clearly private, the
media name could be immutable (it is known by the PUside application anyway) and the playback position could
be public. Since the playback position is transmitted in each
RTP frame [47], it can be filled in by the PU – there is no
need to transmit it in form of a new (partial) state cookie.

6

Conclusions

RSerPool is the new IETF standard for server redundancy and session failover. In this article, we have introduced RSerPool – including the underlying SCTP protocol
– with a focus on server failure handing. After that, we have
provided a quantitative performance analysis of its server
failure handling performance. This failover performance is
influenced by two factors: (1) the failure detection speed
and (2) the failover mechanism.
In any case, it is crucial to detect server failures as soon
as possible (e.g. by session keep-alives or an applicationspecific mechanism). The PR-based server health monitoring is becoming important when the request size becomes
small. Failure reports may be used to reduce its overhead
significantly – if taking care of security. Using the “Abort
and Restart” failover mechanism, a reasonable performance
is already achieved with sufficiently reliable PEs at minimal
costs. A more sophisticated but still very simple and quite
effective failover strategy is Client-Based State Sharing.
Configured appropriately, a good performance is achieved
at small overhead.
The goal of our ongoing RSerPool research is to provide configuration and optimization guidelines for application developers and users of the new IETF RSerPool standard. As part of our future work, we are going to validate
our results in real-life scenarios. That is, we are going to
perform P LANET L AB experiments by using our RSerPool
prototype implementation RSPLIB [7, 12, 26, 43]. Furthermore, we are going to analyse the failure handling features
of the ENRP protocol in detail [11, 12].
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